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 Last 5d % YTD % 1yr % 
SPX 4647 -0.3% 24.9% 32.7% 
QQQ 389.5 -0.9% 24.6% 35.7% 
US 10 YR 1.57% 1.61% 0.92% 0.88% 
USD/DXY 93.9 94.9 89.9 93.0 
VIX 18.7% 15.1% 22.8% 23.5% 
Oil 81.27 -1.0% 67.7% 96.7% 

     
*10yr, DXY, and VIX are levels not changes  
** Oil is front month futures, beware  

 

The market wobbled for the first time in a month.  Ever since the delta variant of the virus-fear started to pass in 
early October, the market has been supercharged on strong economic data and robust earnings.  The market 
eschewed any trepidation over the Federal Reserve’s imminent reduction in bond buying.  There were some 
signs that the market was not totally on board with Fed chairman Powell’s stated claim that interest rate hikes 
were off the table until the Fed had stopped buying bonds (target end date of around June 2022).  Nonetheless, 
with all the known unknowns seemingly under wraps, the market felt at ease.  Throw in some strong 
seasonality…what could go wrong.  Alas, too much of a good thing can, indeed, be a bad thing.  A good Jobs 
report and another month of red-hot inflation are making a premature rate hike more likely (premature relative 
to the Fed’s stated timeline of nothing imminent).  The yield curve continues to slowly flatten (10yr rate minus 
the 2yr rate) which is the market’s way of saying the Fed will hike rates and growth will get hit.  Most agree that 
the current economic growth is the byproduct of the virus-fear malaise.  What is becoming more prevalent is the 
perception that this growth is more fragile than thought.  We think inflation will continue to run hot.  But we 
also think growth and the Reopening will continue and the Fed will sit idly by.  We might even achieve political 
nirvana for the market with the actual infrastructure bill passing while the pork-laden “human infrastructure” 
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bill will likely not (we have our doubts about the efficacy of the first bill, but the market is buying it for now).  As 
always, we are fearful of what this may lead to down the road.  And the market has moved too quickly to make 
any dip-buying worthwhile.  But it does mean we will hold onto our long exposure.   Moreover, there is likely 
some rotation happening as we have been noting:  Value vs Growth, Growth vs High Growth (if anything in this 
latter bucket even misses earnings slightly, it gets killed), or Treasury curve trades (flattening or steepening).  On 
this note, Bloomberg ran an article detailing some big problems at hedge funds that have blown up in recent 
weeks because of this interest rate move.  These blowups can reverberate longer than people expect.  They 
usually culminate just before another market rally. 

 Positioning, flows, and seasonality all fighting 

Flows are battling as institutions have been sellers for six straight weeks.  Retail is furiously buying Call Options.  
And Corporates are accelerating their stock buybacks (there is always strong seasonality in buybacks during 
November and December along with mutual funds buying winners and Retail selling losers).  Below is a chart 
that shows the explosion in Option trading.  Option trades are tracked as Buy to Open or Sell to Open, obviously 
there are two sides to every trade, but this metric quantifies the customer side of the trade.  The other side of 
the trade is almost always a market-maker/dealer which in theory is always hedged.  The blue line is Call Option 
buying (to Open) minus selling (to Open).  Needless to say, not many traders are selling Call Options these days.  
The less-discernible orange line is Put Option buying (to Open) minus selling (to Open).  The blue is dangerous 
but only in the sense that all the Robinhooders could see this premium amount evaporate.  The negative orange 
line, however, is scary dangerous.  Not only are traders not buying any protection with the market raging, but 
they are also actually exponentially exposed if stocks drop.  The orange line does not look extreme, but it 
compounds quickly.  Losses (if the stock drops) effectively act as a margin call as more money must be posted in 
case of further losses.  For example, if one sold a Tesla Put with the strike price down 6.7% (approx $1,000) with 
December expiration, one could collect $5,700.  If Tesla drops to this price, you have lost about $2700 in theory.  
If it drops another 5%, your loss is about $5200.  If the stock drops to $800 (where it was a month ago), the loss 
would be close to $20k.  In summary, this Call Buying and Put Selling is a free money train…until it is not. 

 

 Next Earnings seasons might need to be revised higher 

Earnings are on the same trajectory as last week.  With 90% of earnings reported, the growth rate is up to 41% 
on the bottom line (earnings) and 16% on the top line (revenues).  The earnings “beat” vs expectations is up to 
9% with about 81% of companies beating their expectations.  And this is mostly on margin strength as revenues 
only “beat” by 2%.  This leads us to the same paradox we have been witnessing:  companies are fearful of the 
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supply chain and wages, yet they are able to beat their downbeat forecasts.  If the economy keeps pace (and 
data is pointing that way), then earnings will likely have to be revised higher for the coming quarters.   

 Jobs are still making a (slow) comeback 

The Unemployment Report surprised to the upside with a gain of 531k jobs added in October.  Moreover, 
August and September gained 235k more jobs after revisions.  And just as the ADP predicted, the surge was in 
Private Payrolls with 604k jobs added (ADP had guessed 571k).  Reopening sectors did the best led by Leisure 
and Hospitality job gains (+143k).  And the easing of supply chains manifested itself in increased Auto 
Manufacturing employment (+28k).  The hit to jobs came in Government specifically Education.  The same was 
true last month (especially so since September is seasonally adjusted given the return to school).  Total 
Education employment is down 690k since October of 2019. 

The Unemployment Rate fell to 4.6% vs 4.8% in September.  But the Labor participation rate is still lousy at 
61.6%.  The all-time high was 67% back in 2000.  The amount of people that entered the labor force is below the 
population growth.  Average Hourly Earnings continue to climb with another 0.4% gain in the month.  The yearly 
increase is up to 4.9%.  This sits right around the government-measured inflation levels (which is not very 
realistic, see below).   

Furthermore, New Jobless Claims fell to 269k and 267k during the last two weeks from 281k three weeks ago 
(we got two Claims releases this week because of the Veterans Day holiday tomorrow).  Continuing Claims 
ticked higher to 2.160mm.  This is the first uptick in eight months.  But it is just a blip for now. 

Total Employment in the US still has a long way to go: 

 

 Inflation is red hot 
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Inflation keeps on chugging with a 6.2% increase in October vs last year (CPI, the one that tracks the cost to 
consumers not from businesses).  This was the largest monthly annual increase since 1990.  The infamous “core” 
inflation showed a 4.6% increase.  Both were well above the expectations and last month (September 5.4% and 
4.0%).  It has been a while since the rate-of-change was slowing.  It is most certainly increasing now.  The 
October PPI (Producer Price Index) extends this theory as wholesale prices gained 8.6% with the “core” moving 
6.2% higher.  

While the Fed and Treasury keep telling us that this inflation will disappear next year, consumers are starting to 
expect it to last longer.  The NY Fed’s Survey of Consumer Expectations has the one-year median inflation 
expectation at 5.7%.  This was at 3% at the beginning of the year.  The three-year inflation expectation is holding 
steady…but it is still expecting 4.2%. 

The Atlanta Fed Business Inflation Expectation increased to 3.3% in November from 3.1% in Oct.  This is a 
measure of one-year inflation.  Businesses obviously feel better about price increases…probably because they 
have had success passing them along to customers. 

 The Saudis and Russians are holding the line 

OPEC and Russia signaled that its loosely stitched together alliance would hold steadfast in not producing more 
than the agreed upon amount (only increasing 400k barrels per month).  Biden is still trying to get the group to 
boost more oil production despite calling for a reduction in oil production at home.  We are sure his green allies 
are up in arms after Biden accidentally spoke the truth, “everyone knows that idea that we’re going to be able to 
move to renewable energy overnight…it’s just not rational.”   

Biden and gang are looking to ease the gasoline price crunch by releasing crude oil from the Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve.  As it turns out, much of the crude in these massive storage tanks is of the “sour” variety and not very 
usable for easy gasoline refining (only 40% is “sweet”).  Moreover, just like the private Cushing storage tanks, 
there are minimums that must be met to keep the facilities in good working order.  All told, the government can 
release about three days of oil demand. 

One other bullish tidbit for oil:  the infrastructure bill which is waiting to be signed by Biden will drive new 
demand for petroleum products according to most analysts. 

 Chart Crime of the week 

On the lighter side of the chart crime universe, you would think the importance of proper axis scaling would be 
obvious in this example. 
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 Quick Hits 
 Jeff Bezos invited Tom Hanks to be an astronaut on one of his Blue Origin space flights.  Hanks 

turned down the $28mm offer/price tag. 
 About 70% of the S&P 500 companies have a “carbon target.”  But only 11% of these companies 

have met their targets over the last five years (adjusted for when targets started). 
 $1B of the infrastructure bill is slated to correct racism in highway design.  Not a typo. 
 The market has gained 1% in four consecutive weeks.  This has happened only 66 times in 4896 

weeks tracked. 
 The Seminole Indian tribe has $3b in revenue in Florida each year. 
 California governor Gavin Newsom was not seen in public for two weeks because he wanted to 

enjoy Halloween with his kids. 
 A dead bee stung me today, and it hurt like hell. 

 

Trading:  We added lightly to some of our Trading names that got hit hard today.  These were undersized, so we 
had some room to add.  We did trim one high-flier slightly.  And we cut a few names from our High Growth 
basket.  But as we alluded to earlier, we will not buy this mini-dip en masse.  And we will wait to meaningfully 
trim our broad, long exposure. 
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TSLAQ:  Musk started selling some of his stake in Tesla.  He had masked the decision in a Twitter poll (despite 
this being a violation of the Twitter-Sitter rule imposed on him by the SEC).  But most observant followers knew 
this day was coming as his tax bill is gigantic.  He sold about $1b worth on Monday.  Most think he has another 
$20b or so to go.  This is a drop in the bucket in the grand scheme of things.  And if The Villain were smart, he 
would sell stock for the company, too.  Of course, even the most mundane of corporate activities is tainted with 
criminal activity in Musk’s world.  Elon’s brother, the cartoonish Kimball Musk, sold $110mm worth of stock the 
day before Musk said he was going to sell $10-20b worth. 

 

Check out our website to learn more about Chalk Creek Partners 

Carlisle's Twitter Financial List 

   Carlisle's LinkedIn 

 

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax 
advice, and it is intended to be general market commentary.  Information presented is believed to be factual 
and up-to-date, but we do not guarantee its accuracy and it should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 
the subjects discussed. All expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the authors as of the date of 
preparation and are subject to change. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, 
although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot 
be guaranteed.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 


